Object paradigm solves several key problems that can prevent us from building highly malleable, reusable software. Static binding requires all data types to be known at compile time. This makes environmental code explicitly dependent on the type of contents known when the code was developed—when new data types must be introduced, the change ripples throughout the environment. The late binding provided by messaging weakens this dependence so that environmental code can often be reused without change as new data types are added over time.

Objective-C demonstrates that late and early binding need not compete—conventional languages can often be extended with Smalltalk constructs to provide hybrid languages that have the strengths of both parents. Although these languages sacrifice the conceptual purity of Smalltalk, they do provide late-binding tools when and where they are most needed—today, on the workbench of the programmers who are struggling to keep large software systems up to date in a changing world.
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Objective-C™ a compiler which accepts the full C-language plus PPI developed message/object extensions, is now available from PPI. Objective-C can operate on any 16-bit or larger computer which has a C-language compiler.